
SAVING THE LAST 

WILD PLACES



Our planet is experiencing a dramatic decline in biodiversity with a 60% reduction in vertebrate 
populations since 1970. In the eff ort to counter this mass extinction, 

protected areas have proven essential to safeguard biodiversity and 
generate socio-economic benefi ts. Despite this fact, the increasing 
demand for energy, food, wildlife products and infrastructure has 

gradually exerted pressure on these areas, especially in Africa 
where human pressure has intensifi ed. Consequently, 

NGOs, national authorities and fi nancial partners have 
developed long-term partnerships models, in which 
governments set objectives and policies and rely on the 

technical capacities of partner NGOs for the day-to-day 
management of the protected areas. Convinced by this 
model that has provided tangible results, “Parcs de Noé” 
was born.

Our solution to the global challenge
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Parcs de Noé was created in 2018 as a branch of the French NGO Noé. Our goal 
is to safeguard biodiversity in protected areas through a delegated management 
approach, involving responsibility, accountability, security and local development. 
The support of the French Development Agency   
and the European Union made it possible 
to build its structure and to assume the 
management of the fi rst protected 
areas. New partnerships are 
developing in order to secure more 
wild spaces in the long term.
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Parcs de Noé aims to safeguard 5 Protected Areas representing 10 million ha of Africa’s 
principal ecosystems; desert, savannas, forests and marine and coastal ecosystems. 

 Noé signs agreements for the management of the Conkouati-Douli National Park in 
Congo for 20 years, and for the Binder Léré Wildlife Reserve including the National 
Park under creation in Chad for 15 years. Noé now manages 3 protected areas.

2020
CONKOUATI-DOULI NATIONAL PARK CONGO

Following a tender, Parcs de Noé was selected by the Congolese 
government for the management of the Conkouati-Douli National Park.

A Partnership Agreement was signed with the Chadian 
government for the conversion of a part of the reserve into a 
National Park, and setting up the basis for its management. 

2019

2018
TERMIT TIN-TOUMMA RESERVE

BINDER LÉRÉ WILDLIFE RESERVE CHAD

NIGER

The Nigerien government trusted Parcs de Noé to 
manage this huge desert Reserve of 86.000 km2 for 
the next 20 years.

3 PROTECTED AREAS UNDER MANAGEMENT

5 PROTECTED AREAS UNDER MANAGEMENT

2021

2025

Our ambition is to safeguard and restore the last wild spaces, for the species  that depend on them, and
 to preserve ecosystem services that are providing livelihoods for human populations and resilience to 
climate change.

Our ambition
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Parcs de Noé is a program of the NGO Noé, which is a non-profi t 
public nature protection organisation created in 2001. Noé has 
programs in France and around the globe to safeguard biodiversity 
for the benefi t of all living, including the human species.

www.parcsdenoe.orgwww.noe.org

A unique partnership

A partnership with African Parks allows us to benefi t from 20 years of experience in more than 19 protected 
areas in 11 countries in Africa. This includes guidance on operations, participation in the boards of protected 
areas managed by Parcs de Noé, and a continuous monitoring and evaluation process of the partnership.
African Parks is a non-profi t conservation organisation that takes on the complete responsibility for the rehabilitation 
and long-term management of national parks in partnership with governments and local communities. To scale 
its impact, African Parks, through its Incubation Program, invests in practitioners who share its ambition and values, 
and who, with mentoring and technical support, can be cultivated to replicate its model of delegated management.

Parcs de Noé exists thanks to its partners


